
Scoring System & Rules



The European Queen of Burlesque© 

The European Queen of Burlesque© is a competition like none other, celebrating the art of 
burlesque and burlesque performers from the European continent. 

Featuring styles like classic, neo, boylesque, oniric, comedy, burlesque variety, dark cabaret 
and more performed by individuals solo artists of all backgrounds. 

The performers are the best of the best from all corners of the European Continent from 
online applications. You might be wondering how the scoring system works as performers 
aim for the The European Queen of Burlesque©'s Crown!



DATES

16.11.19 Princess Crown 5 performers 2 acts/ performers

14.12.19 Princess Crown 5 performers 2 acts/ performers

18.01.20 Princess Crown 5 performers 2 acts/ performers

08.02.20 Princess Crown 5 performers 2 acts/ performers

14.03.20 Princess Crown 5 performers 2 acts/ performers

18.04.20 Princess Crown 5 performers 2 acts/ performers

16.05.20 Queen of Burlesque Crown 6 performers 2 acts/ performers

The 30 selected performers will be spread over 6 shows dates regarding their 
availabilities. 

 



THE JUDGES
The European Queen of Burlesque's judges are qualified art directors, performers and 
teachers affiliated with major European Burlesque shows, Burlesque dance schools and 
currently professional performers.

The judges for the next season are:

Emma Mylan (Geneva, Switzerland) Art Director Ohh! Lala! Cherie! 

Mary Di'Szent (Zürich, Switzerland) Ballet, musical & burlesque dancer 

Chris Oh (Auckland, New Zeland) Boylesque & professional dancer



BURLESQUE IS AN ART AND NOT A SPORT
Because Burlesque is art we can’t judge The European Queen of Burlesque© official 

competition with the same criterias as for a sportive or a dance competition.

Burlesque is effective and tells a story. Performers must convey emotion, passion and 

artistry through their acts.

Taking this into consideration, The European Queen of Burlesque© scoring system has 

some specifics Burlesque categories such as “gimmick”, “showmanship” & “reveal”.



SCORING SYSTEM
Fair competition is important to us. Our judges take this matter very seriously as they have 
themselves compete in several high level competitions.
We don’t want subjective judgement. This is why we have carefully elaborated the scoring 
system. It keeps the objectivity under control to give every performers the same chances. 

The winners are selected accordingly to all the aspects of their performances:
- Technique 20%
- Persona / Presence 20%
- Choreography / Creativity 20%
- Costume / Appearance 20% 
- Strip-Tease / Gimmick 20%

In the next pages you will find the specific details for each of these categories.



SCORING SYSTEM

TECHNIQUE
20 points 

● 5 points OVERALL IMPRESSION 
● 5 points CONTROL (Clear, precise movements)
● 5 points RHYTHM ( rhythm and tempo with body movement)
● 5 points EXTENSION (stretch and extend the body)



SCORING SYSTEM

PERSONA
20 points 

● 5 points OVERALL IMPRESSION 
● 5 points SHOWMANSHIP (Energy, confidence, emotion)
● 5 points INTERACTION (connection to crowd)
● 5 points UNIQUENESS (strong & unique character)



SCORING SYSTEM

CHOREOGRAPHY
20 points 

● 5 points OVERALL IMPRESSION 
● 5 points CREATIVITY (Originality)
● 5 points MUSICALITY (Compliments the music)
● 5 points STORY TELLING (Telling story through the act)



SCORING SYSTEM

APPEARANCE
20 points 

● 5 points OVERALL IMPRESSION 
● 5 points COSTUME 
● 5 points MAKE-UP
● 5 points HAIR



SCORING SYSTEM

STRIP TEASE / 
GIMMICK
20 points 

● 5 points OVERALL IMPRESSION 
● 5 points PLAYFUL (Tease, interaction, play with the audience)  
● 5 points EXECUTION (live performance)
● 5 points REVEAL (Climax, conclusion)



POINTS CALCULATION
The scoring system is based on the highest score. In the simplest terms, the 
performer with the highest score will be given the Crown.

In some occasions, more than one performer can have the same score placing 
them under the first placement. This is when tie-breakers come in.

     

 



TIE BRAKERS
If there is more than one performer tied with the highest score, the placement will be awarded to the dancer that has the highest 
“TECHNIQUE” grade.
If there is more than one performer tied with the “TECHNIQUE” grades, the placement will be awarded to the dancer that has the 
highest “PERSONA” grade. The next categories are “CHOREOGRAPHY” and “COSTUME”.

Here's an example:

After calculating the points, the performer A & the performer B have the same score. The winner will be the performer with the highest 
“TECHNIQUE” grade.

Performer A

“TECHNIQUE” grades for the 2 acts total= 23

Performer B

Execution grades for the 2 acts total= 19

In this example the performer A wins the first place and the crown!



AUDIENCE FAVORITE
Something that sets The European Queen of Burlesque © apart from other competitions is that there is no audience input in the results 
for the Queen of Burlesque©'s Crown.

However, the audience will elect an “audience favorite performer” independently of the judges scoring system. The audience's favorite 
will be elected by the loudest crowd.

There will be a total of 2 Crowns per show:

●
Audience's favorite Crown
 

●
The European Queen of Burlesque© Crown (Princess crown during the 6 first shows and Queen crown for the finale) 
 

 


